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Iff1 was Forced to Cut

Nursing officer

BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

British Medical3Journal, 1979, 2, 1490-1491

Miss Westrope has nursed for many years in Britain and
overseas. She is now a nursing officer, who still gets her hands
dirty, in charge of a specialised unit. During her years in nursing
she has seen great improvements, particularly in- her own
specialty, in the services that can be offered to patients; but at
the same time she believes that carelessness, wastefulness, and
irresponsibility have increased, mostly in the side of the NHS
that is not directly concerned with patient care. She suggests
that economies might well be achieved with a raising rather than
a lowering of standards. The NHS in its middle age has become
fat and lazy, and cuts might encourage it to return to the bone
and muscle of its youth.

Nursing economies

Few of Miss Westrope's many suggested savings in the costs
of nursing would save much individually but combined the
effect could be considerable. Starting from the top, she considers
that in most circumstances the grade of senior nursing officer
(SNO) is redundant. She concedes that in a smaller hospital
where the SNO is the most senior nurse on the premises-the
equivalent of the matron of 10 years ago-she may have a
function, but in larger hospitals the position is too ill defined to
be useful. The SNO grade could profitably be scrapped.

Nurses of equal seniority should not, Miss Westrope believes,
be paid more for administering than for nursing; nurses must
not be financially encouraged to become administrators. At the
moment advancement in nursing is seen more in terms of
income than of skill, which saddens Miss Westrope. This is
less a reflection on individual nurses than on the career structure
of the nursing profession. The structure should be changed so
that nurses can increase their nursing skills and take full respon-
sibility for the wards. One way of producing improvement is to
encourage specialisation, as often this allows a nurse to increase
her skills in a way that is less easy in general nursing. And
specially trained nurses, she believes, give better value for
money.

At the same time as believing in the value of such specialist
training, Miss Westrope is annoyed with nurses who are
"certificate collectors"-who move from one training course to
another without ever actually developing or practising the skills
they are taught. The NHS invests money in giving these nurses
specialist training and should expect some useful work in return.
As a principle Miss Westrope suggests that a nurse should be
allowed to take only one course in two years. In a similar vein,
she thinks that the NHS should not always pay the fees of nurses
who take exams. It might acceptably pay the fees once for the
basic exams, but not for subsequent attempts and not for the
more advanced examinations.

Many nurses are permitted to attend residential courses. Miss
Westrope thinks it reasonable that fees, fares, and full board
should be paid, but unreasonable that in addition nurses should
be allowed to claim something misnamed "subsistence" for
such items as telephoning home. Similarly, she thinks that only
a candidate who is selected for a job and accepts it should have
travelling expenses reimbursed. This measure would discourage
the many spurious applications and yet would not deter a

determined applicant. Miss Westrope organises courses for
nurses training in her specialty and finds regularly that
applicants do not turn up. Much time and money are wasted in
organisation, and the places are denied to more enthusiastic
nurses. She thinks that a system of booking fees, which would
be reimbursed at the end of the course, could be introduced to
combat this problem.
The proliferation of untrained and poorly trained nursing

staff worries Miss Westrope. All too often she finds that state
registered nurses (SRNs) are being replaced by state enrolled
nurses (SENs), and that SENs in their turn are being replaced
by auxiliary nurses. This is false economy, she believes.

Miss Westrope sometimes has to employ agency nurses. In
some ways she likes this as she can quickly get rid of agency
nurses if they are incompetent and more of a liability than an

Political measures

(1) Delete the grade of senior nursing officer
(2) Pay nurses of equal seniority the same for nursing as for

administering
(3) Encourage nurses to specialise, but do not allow them to

take more than one specialist course in two years
(4) Prevent replacement of fully trained staff by partially

trained or untrained staff
(5) Make it easier to sack incompetent or idle staff
(6) Improve procedures for recruiting nurses

Household measures

(1) Stop paying the fees of nurses taking exams except for
their first attempt at the basic exam

(2) Stop paying "subsistence" for nurses on residential
courses

(3) Do not pay travelling expenses to applicants for inter-
views except to those who are appointed and accept the
job

(4) Introduce refundable booking fees for courses
(5) Control more tightly the availability of stores
(6) Reward staff who do not take any sick leave
(7) Refuse to supply mobile patients with transport to

hospital
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asset. One of the main problems, she believes, throughout the
hospital and the NHS generally is the difficulty of getting rid of
inccmpetent and idle staff. The present industrial laws some-
times dictate that people who could profitably be sacked have
to be kept on.
The proliferation of poorly trained nurses and agency nurses

stems in part from the high drop-out rate among SRNs. I asked
Miss Westrope about this wastage. She thinks that the main
defect is in recruitment. The people who select nurses for
training do not make sure either that the applicant has a clear
understanding of what nursing entails or that she genuinely
wants to nurse.

Waste

A large amount of mostly non-medical supplies (stationery,
soap, toilet paper, crockery, etc) are lost, stolen, broken, and
generally wasted in Miss Westrope's hospital. Most supplies can
be ordered too easily; sometimes the person in her department
ordering supplies has mistakenly requested far too much of
something and usually the excessive amount arrives without a
murmur of complaint. She thinks there should be a tighter
system of accounting for supplies.

People are very careless with hardware-losing pens daily,
scrawling notes on headed notepaper, and breaking crockery.
This carelessness goes further: not turning off of lights, and
leaving doors and windows open in winter. Miss Westrope has
often found all the lights on in the antenatal clinic, which is

closed at the weekend, on a Sunday evening. She is not confident
of the success of campaigns to encourage people to be more
careful, and believes more in systems that work independently
of staff-for example, introducing self-shutting doors and
simply not supplying pens to staff.

"Sickness"

The amount of sick leave taken by many members of the
staff horrifies Miss Westrope. She is convinced that most of the
sickness absence could be avoided. The lower a person is in the
hospital hierarchy, she has observed, the more likely he or she
is to take spurious sick leave. She is also aware of domestic staff
who are sick on a day before their day off and then work on their
day off for double pay. Such behaviour was once rare among
hospital staff but is now becoming common. Miss Westrope was
impressed by the system that existed in Canada: staff who had
no sick leave in a year received a bonus oftwo weeks' salary at the
end of the year.

Finally, Miss Westrope mentioned the costs incurred by
patients abusing the hospital transport system. Too often
patients think it their right to be conveyed to hospital by
ambulance, taxi, or hospital car no matter what their state of
health, and regardless of whether they have a car themselves.
She thinks that if a patient is well enough and can arrange to be
brought by car then he should do so; and if he does not have a
car but is well enough to travel by public transport then he
should be given a bus fare, not a taxi fare.

Letter fromn . . Chicago

At leisure

GEORGE DUNEA

Br itish Medical Joutrnal, 1979, 2, 1491-1492

In recent years New York has often suffered from a bad press;
and the week hardly goes by without some newspaper reporting
that the city is broke, finished, and going under-and deservedly
so, for this reputedly wicked Gomorrah with its large welfare
rolls of supposedly lazy people draws scant sympathy from the
more solvent-though less interesting-parts of the United
States. We hear much about budgetary difficulties and cutbacks
in services, about the municipal hospital system being dis-
mantled, and, of course, about the garbage.

A wonderful town

The garbage, it is true, is not being picked up as it should.
But New York remains exciting, vast, wonderfully alive. On
Fifth Avenue elegant ladies promenade in the sun, ride in

Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois, 60612
GEORGE DUNEA, FRCP, FRCPED, attending physician

horse carriages, spend their money at Gucci's and Tiffany's,
or cast wistful eyes at the window where Empress Josephine's
tiara and the emerald-studded crown of the Romanovs are
exhibited behind unbreakable glass. Further on, at La Vieille
Russie, rich imperial paintings and golden icons momentarily
deceive one into thinking that the czarina is still going strong
in St Petersburg. In St Patrick's Cathedral smart young couples
swear eternal vows to the splendid sound of a magnificent
organ; crowds enjoy their leisure in Central Park, buying
pretzels and Italian ice, and feeding gorillas that should not be
fed; strains of the "Merry Widow" still reverberate amid the
marble columns of the palm court at the Plaza Hotel; and for
dinner there are restaurants Argentinian, French, Japanese,
Indian, Arabian, Jewish, and vegetarian, not to mnention the
inimitable Russian tea room, another monument to the fallen
Romanovs. Downtown, in the Village and beyond, exciting
experimental theatre companies revive the immortal plays of
Euripides and Sophocles; decaying warehouses change over-
night into lovely art galleries; crowds of tourists in Chinatown
spend their money on grotesque mandarin statues and delicious
mandarin food; and in Little Italy the young people sit in
curbside restaurants sipping capuccino and eating canoli, and
deliberating whether to go to college in North Carolina or
spend the summer hitchhiking in Europe.

For as little as two dollars those too long in medicine pent
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